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Sales Profession and Professionals in the Age of Digitization and  

Artificial Technologies: Concepts, Priorities, and Questions 

Abstract 

Recognizing the rapid advances in sales digitization and artificial intelligence technologies, we 

develop the concepts, priorities, and questions to help guide future research and practice in the 

field of personal selling and sales management. Our analyses reveals that the influence of sales 

digitalization technologies, which includes digitization and artificial intelligence, is likely to be 

more significant and more far-reaching than previous sales technologies. To organize our 

analysis of this influence, we discuss the opportunities and threats that the sales digitalization 

technologies pose for (a) sales profession in terms of its contribution for creating value for 

customers, organizations, and society and (b) sales professionals, both in terms of employees-in-

organizations and individuals-as-self, seeking growth, fulfillment, and status in the functions 

they serve and roles they live.  We summarize our discussion by detailing specific research 

priorities and questions that warrant further study and development by researchers and 

practitioners alike. 
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Sales Profession and Professionals in the Age of Digitization and  

Artificial Technologies: Concepts, Priorities, and Questions 

Rapid advances in digital technologies, popularly referred to as the fourth industrial 

revolution (Syam and Sharma 2018), are disrupting well-established sales practices and 

upturning well-known sales theories, just as they are opening new and exciting opportunities for 

innovation and creativity in sales practice and research (Grove et al. 2018; Baumgartner, Hatami, 

and Valdiviesco 2016). Practitioners and scholars differ in their prognosis. For some, “selling in 

the future decades will be disruptive and discontinuous… such that salespeople will have to 

coexist with AI and other technologies” (Syam and Sharma 2018, pp. 135-136).  For others, the 

technological advances portend a future that is a “better time [than any so far] to be in sales… 

[despite] the considerable shrinkage in overall number of sales jobs” because these advances will 

augment the sales profession with “…ethical standards, formal processes, rigorous metrics, 

continuous learning and a huge body of research behind it” (Trailer 2017, pp. 2-4). Differing 

predictions for the future of sales as a profession, and for individuals who will populate this 

profession, are commonplace (Cron 2017; Orlob 2017; Marshall et al. 2012). Yet, there is a lack 

of clarity regarding how digital technologies will shape opportunities and threats for the (a) sales 

profession in terms of its contribution for creating value for customers, organizations, and 

society and (b) sales professionals, both as employees-in-organizations and individuals-as-self, 

seeking growth, fulfillment, and status in the functions they serve and roles they live. 

This preceding gap motivates this paper to develop priorities and directions for future 

research that provides robust and meaningful insights to guide sales research and practice. Three 

aspects of our contribution are noteworthy: (a) unconventional approach, (b) multi-faceted 

consideration, and (c) comprehensive development. We outline each in turn. 
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First, our approach is based on team-based workshopping and a collaborative process that 

emerged from the “Setting the Research Agenda in Sales” session at the 2018 AMA New 

Horizons Faculty Consortium in Selling and Sales Management. Led by Karen Flaherty, Jagdip 

Singh, and Ravi Sohi, consortium faculty worked in teams to workshop three broad themes, each 

illustrated by discussion questions and suggestions (see below). Teams were encouraged to use 

the discussion questions and suggestions as starting ideas: 

Theme 1: Sales as a Profession and Value Creation 

Consider the broader contribution of sales profession/function to value creation for customers, 

organizations and society in the age of exploding information (abundance but noisy), intelligence 

(powered by AI) and technologies (complexity and dynamic). 

Theme 2: Sales as Professionals and the Organization 

 

Consider the organizational challenges of structuring and managing the sales force in an era of 

intelligence and technology, with empowered and informed customers. 

Theme 3: Sales as a Professional and the Individual 

 

Consider the individual challenges of filling sales roles/functions in the age of information and 

intelligence-rich environments, empowered and informed customers, and intelligence and 

technology-embedded products/services. 

This paper summarizes the resulting deliberations from the subsequent development of 

the ideas emerging out of the Horizons workshop. Teams deliberated over a multi-month period 

to advance workshop ideas, connect them to the existing literature, and distill promising research 

priorities and questions. After that, the team leaders coordinated their team’s contributions to 

develop a coherent and integrated contribution. This paper is the result of these efforts. 

Second, throughout the workshop, teams’ deliberations adopted a multi-faceted 

perspective to examine the forces wrought by digital technologies, particularly AI technologies, 

on both the sales profession, in the spirit of the “macro” approach espoused by past researchers 

(Cron 2017), and the sales professional, in the spirit of the individual approach common in past 
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research (Verbeke, Deitz and Verwaal 2011). Salespeople fill professional roles within 

organizations, and it is the latter that often define sales role requirements and responsibilities. 

Themes of organizational control of sales professional role, common in the studies of sales 

control, may appear to unify sales profession and sales professional; sales profession is an 

aggregated representation of what professionals who fill sales roles designed and managed by 

organizations do (Singh and Jayanti 2013). However, as Cron (2017) alludes, new technologies 

are affording possibilities of untethering the sales professional from the dominant hold of 

organizational control as salespeople explore new roles such as “free agent” intermediaries who 

source products/services to provide customer solutions, and “expert” brokers who possess unique 

knowledge and skills to orchestrate inter-organizational assets and resources to create value. Our 

position is not that going forward sales professionals will be located for the most part outside 

organizations; instead, an increasing plurality of professional roles will shape the sales 

profession, and this plurality will motivate a professionalization of the sales field, as anticipated 

by Trailer’s (2017) observations noted above. 

Third, the purpose of this paper is to chart future research directions and priorities that are 

motivated by the threats and opportunities from digitization and AI technologies. Interest in 

examining the role of sales technologies has been a robust pursuit in the literature. Past research 

has examined the influence of a varied set of technologies including sales CRM (Hunter and 

Perreault 2007), social media (Marshall et al. 2012), automation (Homburg, Wieseke, and 

Kuehnl 2010), and other information technologies (Ahearne, Hughes, and Schilliwaert 2007). 

Our paper advances this stream of work by examining technologies that go beyond the goal of 

automating procedural activities or supporting the relational efforts of a sales role. Specifically, 

these technologies enable the use of digital assets to drive new business models, and address 
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customer needs more precisely (Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2018). An important component of 

these technologies includes supervised and unsupervised learning that permits sales artifacts (i.e., 

a combination of software, hardware, and sales protocols) to perform some or all the sales role 

autonomously (Syam and Sharma 2018). Because of its knowledge and learning capabilities, 

digitization and AI technologies pose a disruptive force that is likely to be more significant and 

pervasive than previous sales technologies. Disruptions are a source of threat, as much as they 

are a source of opportunity.  

The workshopping effort by multiple teams, each of whom approached the themes from 

different directions, provides a comprehensive development of sales research directions and 

priorities. Figure 1 displays a guiding framework for the teams’ efforts and subsequent 

coordination to develop a coherent and integrative paper. The three teams individually 

workshopped to examine three domains that are likely to be disrupted by sales digitization and 

AI technologies: (a) sales-as-a-profession, (b) sales-as-a-professional: organizational issues, and 

(c) sales-as-a-professional: individual issues. Subsequently, the team leads worked together to 

integrate different themes and ensure a coherent flow and development. 

[Figure 1 about here] 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we clarify definitions and 

terminology related to digital technologies. Second, we discuss the impact of digital technologies 

on the value creation function for the sales profession. Third, we detail changes in organizational 

structure and sales interfaces resulting from digital technologies. Fourth, we consider changes in 

individual sales roles, knowledge, skills, and abilities resulting from new digital technologies. 

We offer future research priorities and questions for each section.   
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Definitional Issues in Sales Digital Technologies  

Before outlining sales research priorities and questions, we define concepts of 

digitization, AI technologies, digitalization, and digital transformation (Syam and Sharma 2018), 

which have sometimes been used loosely but deserve differentiation (Ramaswamy and Ozcan 

2018; Ross 2017). As depicted in Table 1, digitization refers to the process of capturing, 

processing (e.g., converting to digits), and organizing marketing knowledge (e.g., sales 

interactions) to make it accessible and reliable for varied goals including customer insights, 

operational efficiency, customer analytics and marketing learning (Ramaswamy and Ozcan 

2018). As such, digitization enables digital approaches to access, organize, store, and use sales-

related knowledge. Artificial intelligence technologies concern learning (supervised or 

unsupervised) that permits sales artifacts (software, hardware, and sales protocols) to perform 

some or the entire sales role autonomously (Syam and Sharma 2018). As such, artificial 

intelligence enables digital approaches for tracking, assimilating, and integrating sales-related 

learning. Together, digital technologies for knowledge and learning promote the creation of new 

strategies and novel opportunities to serve customers, which we refer to as digitalization 

(Brennen and Kreiss 2014). Finally, digital transformation goes beyond merely improving 

customer outcomes in existing business models, and encompasses the application of digital 

technologies to existing company assets as a means to improve competencies and rethink the 

value proposition of the firm (Newman 2017). A digital transformation requires digitalization, 

and digitalization requires mobilization of digitization and AI technologies (cf. Ramaswamy and 

Ozcan 2018; Ross 2017). 

[Table 1 about here] 
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Sales digitalization represents an evolution of salesforce automation (SFA). In 1962, 

Richard Christian stated in a Journal of Marketing article that… “ten years from 

now…automation and electronics will affect practically everything we do” (p. 79). Indeed, by 

the 1980s, salesforce automation (SFA) had escalated its inroads in sales organizations. Defined 

as “…the application of information technology to support the sales function” (Buttle, Ang, and 

Iriana 2006, p. 214), SFA includes technological artifacts (hardware and software tools) designed 

to improve sales force productivity by automating processes, such as customer relationship 

management (CRM), repetitive and straight-buy sales, and other administrative tasks (Cascio, 

Mariadoss and Mouri 2010; Hunter and Perrault 2006). Existing research on SFA has focused 

primarily on its adoption, use, and impact on performance (see, for example, Honeycutt 2005; 

Jelinek 2013; Speier and Venkatesh 2002). Sales digitalization expands the role of technology by 

including digital assets such as digital marketplaces, IoT, AI, and digital products and services 

(Ross 2017). Digital assets can range from a mobile app to an online ordering site. Using an iPad 

and a customized app, for example, FMCG sales representatives can demonstrate the actual size 

of an in-aisle display to a supermarket manager, thereby increasing presentation effectiveness 

and the likelihood of a close. 

Research conducted by the McKinsey Global Institute found that automation can be 

applied to 40% of the sales function; this number is expected to rise to 50% with high-tech 

developments such as AI (De Uster 2018). Many sales tasks considered impossible to 

computerize a few years ago, such as lead generation, can now be automated. AI capabilities 

include making recommendations that facilitate improvement in salesperson–customer 

relationships (Roe 2017). AI-based chat-bots can answer customer questions immediately and 

with accuracy (Melas 2018). In one study, 80% of sales teams using AI reported improvements 
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in customer retention (Colon 2018). With AI projected to take on recurring as well as 

sophisticated tasks, the sales profession could change dramatically. 

AI can transform sales processes and customer interactions in a wide variety of ways, 

virtually changing the way business is conducted. The ability of the technology to facilitate these 

transformations does not necessarily mean that it can be leveraged by sales professionals. To do 

so, salespeople will need to develop business competencies in addition to sales competencies 

(Dickie 2018). How can the sales profession help its members prepare for these business 

competencies? Will mechanisms to assist in the development of this base of business 

competencies be available to members of the profession, e.g., through certification processes? 

AI also has the potential to revolutionize training within the sales profession. When 

incorporated into mobile apps, AI chat-bots facilitate on-the-go sales simulations that provide 

feedback to the sales representative on the effectiveness of the sales presentation. Enterprise-

level learning simulations can be used to teach the business competencies discussed earlier, as 

well as help representatives understand the process the customer goes through in making 

business decisions (Brodo 2018). How is the use of AI affecting sales training effectiveness? Is 

the bar for performance raised for the entire sales profession with the introduction of AI to the 

training regimen? Will the impact of AI on sales training be disruptive or gradual? 

Sales-as-a-Profession: Value Creation 

Sales digitalization including AI technologies is also triggering fundamental changes to 

the value creation function of the sales profession. Value is created for customers when they 

perceive the benefits they receive to exceed the costs they need to expend (e.g., Ulaga and Eggert 

2006). Creating and conveying value for customers has been deemed the central mission for all 

of marketing (e.g., Kotler et al. 2012) as well as the sales profession (e.g., Grove et al. 2018; 
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Rackham and De Vincentis 1999). Specifically, companies increasingly (1) digitize sales 

channels to simplify selling and buying processes, (2) digitalize sales funnels through AI-

powered decision-making, and (3) digitally transform offerings in a way that helps customers 

deploy products more effectively. We elaborate on these three areas next.  Table 2 summarizes 

the research priorities and questions we develop below. 

[Table 2 about here] 

Value Creation and Digitized Sales Channels 

Aiming to increase selling efficiency, reduce costs and increase customer value, B2B 

companies are increasingly digitizing sales channels, complementing their sales forces with 

channels that require online rather than personal interaction (Thaichon et al. 2018). For instance, 

several B2B companies are introducing self-service technologies for customers, such as online 

shops that allow browsing for items, placing orders, and tracking shipping. In a similar vein, in 

many B2B industries, vendor-independent online platforms where diverse suppliers compete for 

customers are emerging. The success of Alibaba.com, a B2B trading platform, supports the value 

creation potential of such platforms by fostering competition and reducing informational 

asymmetries (Alibaba 2018).  

Interestingly, suppliers are also increasingly introducing vendor-independent platforms in 

their industries despite its cannibalization risk. As an example, the steel distributor Klöckner’s 

recently launched a platform XOM Materials that is intended to become “the Amazon of steel 

trading” (Klöckner 2018).1 Finally, companies are also introducing fully automated selling and 

 

1 https://www.foundry-planet.com/equipment/detail-view/e-shops-marketplaces-trading-systems-the-future-of-
metal-trading-is-digital/?cHash=7baa247cc7d8fa66f799ec40ba8e0803;%20https://www.technik-
einkauf.de/news/maerkte-unternehmen/kloeckner-startup-xom-metals-das-amazon-des-stahlhandels/). 
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purchasing, relieving customers of human effort. For example, C-parts supplier Würth Industries 

offers its customers systems based on scanners or RFID chips that automatically trigger (re)order 

placement when stocks fall below a certain filling level (Würth Industries 2018). 

We know strikingly little about whether and how the emergence of digital sales channels 

transforms the sales profession’s value creation function. The prognoses by practitioner literature 

widely differ: Some proclaim that digital sales channels will lead to the “Death of a (B2B) 

Salesman” (Forrester 2015), thus implying that the sales profession’s value creation function will 

diminish the role of salespeople. Others believe the sales profession’s focus on value creation 

will shift salespeople function from order-handling to consulting, particularly for complex 

products (e.g., Thull 2010). Future studies may explore how digital sales channels affect the sales 

profession both in terms of size and value creation tasks. 

Digitization of sales channels may also provide novel opportunities for the sales 

profession to create value for customers and their own organizations. Specifically, by treating 

digital sales channels as a tool to serve customers, salespeople may create value through 

increased speed of service as well as time and cost savings. In our view, an intriguing research 

void in this respect refers to the question how salespeople do and should integrate digital sales 

channels in their selling efforts (e.g., Ahearne and Rapp 2010; Thaichon et al. 2018). For 

example, how can salespeople convey the value of digital sales channels to customers, 

particularly customers who are not digitally savvy? When and with what success do salespeople 

promote digital channels to customers (e.g., Ahearne and Rapp 2010)? How can companies 

foster salespeople’s acceptance of digital sales channels as an opportunity for value creation?  
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Value Creation and Digitalized Sales Funnels 

AI engines that generate value for customers are widely prevalent in B2C industries. 

Well-known examples include Amazon and Netflix that provide personalized product 

recommendations to fulfill customers’ needs (Wedel and Kannan 2016). The field of B2B selling 

is witnessing a similar infusion of AI technologies all along the sales funnel. For instance, AI is 

used to identify and qualify leads that can benefit from a company’s value proposition. 

Marketing automation tools such as Pardot, Hubspot, and Marketo track prospects’ interaction 

with a company and “intelligently” nurture them until they are ready to be approached by a 

salesperson (Järvinen and Taiminen 2016). AI technologies are also increasingly used to analyze 

the needs of prospects to improve the sales profession’s value creation. For example, solutions 

like JOYai determine a prospect’s personality from social media footprint so that salespeople can 

then adapt the value proposition to individual preferences (JOYai 2018).  

Similarly, based on a customer’s purchase history, AI technologies are used to predict 

buyer’s future need for products and services.2  In a similar vein, B2B companies are 

increasingly using AI technologies to improve how value is conveyed. Previously mentioned 

JOYai recommends specific messages salespeople may use based on a prospect’s personality 

(JOYai 2018). Showpad guides salespeople through the argumentation that has proven to be 

successful in past interactions (Showpad 2018), while Mattersight matches customers to call 

center agents with similar personalities (Mattersight 2018). Lastly, a construction company we 

are familiar with uses AI-powered augmented reality goggles to give customers a realistic view 

of what a solution will look like. 

 

2 https://www.salesforce.com/solutions/industries/retail/resources/product-recommendation-engines/ 
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Also, B2B companies increasingly use AI technologies to help in sales negotiations and 

closing. Specifically, based on several customer characteristics such as industry, size, and prior 

relationship, AI algorithms compute a buyer’s reservation price which can be a useful benchmark 

for salespeople. To strengthen customer relationships, B2B companies use AI technologies to 

predict a buyer’s churn probability from recent purchase behaviors. Based on this guidance from 

AI, salespeople can then initiate retention measures. Furthermore, companies are increasingly 

using AI-powered chatbots to provide quick customer service. 

We see three pressing issues that future research should address. First, we hold that 

academic research needs to examine the effectiveness of prevalent AI technologies empirically. 

That is, which AI technology is effective in enhancing the salesperson’s value creation, for what 

kinds of buyers, and under what conditions? For example, do salespeople create higher value for 

buyers if they are equipped with intelligence from AI technologies? Are there segments of 

salespeople and buyers that benefit more from such insights (e.g., salespeople with low 

perspective taking, buyers with low skepticism)? In which contexts does salesperson’s intuition 

(e.g., Hall, Sujan, and Ahearne 2015) outperform AI and vice versa? 

Second, several questions need examination to understand how AI technologies may be 

integrated in the sales profession for fostering value creation. How can salespeople with 

algorithm aversion be motivated to use AI (Dietvorst, Simmons, and Massey 2016)? What 

capabilities do salespeople need to utilize AI effectively? How much leeway should managers 

afford salespeople to overrule an AI-based recommendation if experience or intuition suggests 

otherwise? 

Third, we encourage research on the ethical implications of AI-based value creation and 

sales communication. To illustrate, the rise and fall of Cambridge Analytica have provided 
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anecdotal evidence of pitfalls of “creating” value based on customization of advertisements to 

viewers’ personality3. Future studies may build on the notion that AI may factually increase 

value generated by salespeople, but it may likewise be used to shift value away from customers 

to suppliers (e.g., AI-powered dynamic pricing) or create an illusion of value through targeted 

influence tactics (e.g., Cialdini 2001; McFarland, Challagalla, and Shervani 2006). 

Value Creation and Digitally Transformed Offerings 

Digitally transformed offerings typically provide customers with the information required 

to deploy a product effectively. At a conceptual level, this way of creating value is not new. As 

early as 1985, Porter and Millar noted that “[h]istorically, a product’s physical component has 

been more important than its information component. The new technology, however, makes it 

feasible to supply far more information along with the physical product. For example, […] some 

railroad and trucking companies offer up-to-the-minute information on the whereabouts of 

shippers’ freight, which improves coordination between shippers and the railroad.” (p. 7). With 

the rise in digitally transformed offerings, companies are increasing the information component 

in the era of AI. Examples include predictive maintenance analytics of machine manufacturers 

(e.g., Wang et al. 2017) as well as precision farming technologies for the agricultural equipment 

industry (e.g., John Deere 2018).  

For the sales profession’s value creation function, digitally transformed offerings evoke 

substantial complexities. First, the technologies underlying such digitally transformed offerings 

are often beyond salespeople’s expertise and rapidly evolving, rendering it difficult to understand 

and explain their value to customers (e.g., Ploetner 2016). Second, alongside digital offerings, 

 

3 https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/data-war-whistleblower-christopher-wylie-faceook-nix-bannon-
trump 
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new revenue models are evolving, such usage-based pricing. An example is Rolls-Royce’s well-

known “power by the hour”, which entails selling jet engine power rather than the jet engine 

itself to airlines (Girotra and Netessine 2011). As a result, salespeople “still need to have 

knowledge of the technology of aircraft engines, but in addition they also need to understand 

modern information and communication technologies. Furthermore, they must have a working 

knowledge of business terms and concepts to be able to discuss what commercial impacts the 

new business model will have on the customer.” (Ploetner 2016, p. 14). 

Several avenues for research may significantly advance our understanding of digitally 

transformed offerings. First, it is useful to explore how the sales profession’s value creation 

function is changing due to the introduction of digitally transformed offerings. Second, future 

research may conceptualize how the sales profession’s value creation function should change 

when moving toward digitally transformed offerings. As a theoretical basis, we can envision that 

studies may draw on literature on value creation (e.g., Lindgreen et al. 2012; Payne, Frow, and 

Eggert 2017; Terho et al. 2012, 2015), servitization (e.g., Macdonald, Kleinaltenkamp, and 

Wilson 2016; Panagopoulos, Rapp, and Ogilvie 2017; Tuli, Kohli, and Bharadwaj 2007; Ulaga 

and Loveland 2014; Ulaga and Reinartz 2011), as well as the interface between sales and 

innovation (e.g., Ernst, Hoyer, and Rübsaamen 2010; Hohenberg and Homburg 2016; Homburg 

et al. 2017). Third, future research may examine how sales profession’s value creation function 

is and should be evolving and provide guidance on how to manage the transition.   

Sales-as-a-Professional: Organizational Aspects 

Most salespeople, especially in the B2B domain, are expected to provide comprehensive 

customer solutions instead of selling individual products or services (Tuli, Kohli, and Bharadwaj 

2007). Facilitated by digitalization, several solutions are co-created with customers, and at times, 
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salespeople have to identify, and highlight needs that the customers did not even know existed.  

In the changing environment, companies are also dispersing their marketing capabilities, 

including sales, both within and across the organizations (Krush, Sohi, and Saini 2015). This has 

resulted in the blurring of the boundaries between traditional functional areas and the emergence 

of new sales models, such as “on-demand sales platforms” being used by companies such as 

Universal Avenue (www.universalavenue.com). Additionally, digital transformation has resulted 

in companies developing webs of alliances to manage the inter-organizational and intra-

organizational dispersion of sales capabilities, and yet, develop and provide customer solutions 

effectively. Digitalization is also enabling companies to understand the marketplace better and 

provide more effective customer solutions.   

These paradigm shifts are raising many questions about the changing nature of sales and 

the structure of sales organizations. Selling is no longer being viewed as a dyadic process 

between a buyer and a seller. Instead, scholars suggest that selling is a process in which a 

broader set of actors – on the buyer’s and the seller’s sides, as well as those who are a part of the 

broader market ecosystem – are engaged in creating and institutionalizing solutions. In other 

words, selling today “brings about alignment in the institutional arrangements of actors and 

therefore facilitates exchange and value co-creation among dynamic sets of actors” (Hartmann, 

Wieland, and Vargo 2018). The challenges faced by today’s sales organizations are further 

compounded by the fact that today’s buyers are more empowered, and demand complex 

combinations of products and services. 

Further, given the institutionalization of the selling process, we are witnessing myriad 

ways in which competitors are disintermediating and re-intermediating value chains, thereby 

redefining the nature of value being created within business markets. While these 

http://www.universalavenue.com/
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transformations have indeed heralded painful changes for many in sales, innovative leaders are 

focusing on the digital transformation of their organizations and sales forces to compete in the 

changing environment. However, there is little guidance on how to organize and structure the 

sales force to operate successfully, and how to manage the organization across multiple, and 

often changing interfaces. These are critical areas for sales scholars to grapple with because the 

consequences of the organizational decisions have cascading effects on the knowledge, skills, 

and activities that salespeople need to be successful. We elaborate on these areas next. Table 3 

summarizes the research priorities and questions that flow from our elaboration. 

[Table 3 about here] 

Organizing and Structuring the Salesforce 

In general, there is little research focusing on sales force organization decisions (Albers 

and Mantrala 2008) perhaps owing to the complexity of the context. We begin to address this 

challenge here by drawing from previous conceptual frameworks to help understand and isolate 

potential connections between the environment and sales force structure decisions. We 

acknowledge that sales scholars have delineated environmental influences affecting 

organizational adaptations in the sales force. For example, building on the recognition that 

dynamism in the selling environment is ever present, Jones et al. (2005) provide a conceptual 

framework to identify the dimensions of change that are consistently influencing the sales force. 

To date, this conceptualization illustrates the most comprehensive perspective on the external 

(i.e., customer, competitor, technology, regulatory) as well as internal (i.e., new products, 

mergers and acquisitions, productivity) influences that have important implications for sales 

force level decision-making. In a related article, Zoltners, Sinha, and Lorimer (2008) create a 

sales force effectiveness framework that includes the drivers which define the salesforce 
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structure. The authors carve out this component to be determined by decisions regarding sales 

force design, structure, roles, size, and territory alignment.  

These articles point to potential connections between environmental changes and various 

structural decisions made at the sales force level. For example, what types of structures and roles 

have been introduced in response to increasing customer demands? How have changes in 

technology influenced decisions over sales force design? Shifting to an internal perspective as 

another way to establish new research avenues, how do shifts in company strategy, shaped by 

digital transformation, impact sales force structures? We highlight a selection of sales research 

that has begun to examine these contexts. 

Research has begun to identify significant shifts in the structural design of the sales force 

to meet the needs of increasingly demanding customers and dynamic technological 

advancements. One major shift is the use of inside sales roles within the sales force. The growth 

of inside sales is driven by several factors such as technological innovation, increasing customer 

demands, and a greater emphasis on cost control (Rapp et al. 2012). Many organizations have 

relied on this growth to complement their outside sales force and online channels to create hybrid 

sales structures. As a relatively new form of sales force design, hybrid sales structures heavily 

rely on coordination between inside sales, outside sales, and online channels to deliver value 

along the various points in the customer purchase process (Thaichon et al. 2018). 

Another significant change that is impacting selling today is the tighter integration of 

technology within the sales processes (Thaichon et al. 2018). The ever-increasing use of 

technologies and tools such as artificial intelligence, online content, as well as a variety of digital 

channels and other technological platforms are making it possible for business organizations to 

not only customize their value propositions but also enhance buyers’ experience during the sales 
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process. The extensive integration of technology is also helping companies make buying 

processes simpler, as well as redefine and maximize customer value (e.g., through offering 

virtual experiences of products or services, or using multi-sensory selling techniques).  

The exploding number of technological tools and processes that are now a regular part of 

many salespeople’s routines are impactful on sales force structure as well. A new functional part 

of the sales force called sales enablement has emerged to manage this domain. Sales enablement 

groups are being established in many firms with a focus on providing salespeople with 

technology and information to sell more efficiently. These sales enablement roles are primarily 

responsible for drawing insights from sales activity data and creating digital content for sales 

leaders and salespeople to improve performance.  

Other related trends point to the changing nature of the sales force. For example, many 

firms are opting for more specialized role structures to align customers’ buying expectations, as 

well as multiple customer roles with matching sales capabilities (Bradford et al. 2010). These 

structures have typically diminished the number of generalist field salespeople and replaced them 

with a team of specialized roles. These multi-specialization sales teams have become 

commonplace, often comprised of multiple functions such as a sales development representative, 

account manager, technical salesperson, or customer success manager. Some other sales 

organizations are adopting a different structure with the use of ambidextrous sales organizations. 

Here, firms are responding to rising sales targets, cost pressures, and customers’ demands for 

fewer supplier touchpoints by combining various customer-facing responsibilities into one role. 

For example, many sales leaders are calling upon salespeople to deliver occasionally conflicting 

roles such as sales and service (Rapp et al. 2017), or similarly, hunting and farming (DeCarlo 

and Lam 2016), to capitalize on the potential to create customer value while being more cost-
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efficient. Thus, there are a number of possible new ways to organize and structure sales roles for 

cooperation, efficiency, customer support, and ultimately sales performance. 

Future Directions 

 Despite these significant shifts in sales force roles and structures, research has been slow 

to transition away from the more traditional, homogeneous sales force conceptualizations. 

However, this dearth of research presents what may be the sales research area with the most 

opportunity. We propose multiple lines of inquiry for future researchers to help understand the 

implications of changing sales force structures.  

 The increasing use of insides sales roles has been relatively overlooked in sales research. 

The rise of inside roles has long been anecdotally driven by cost-conscious growth, but it 

remains unclear whether increasing the size or proportion of inside sales is optimal for sales 

performance outcomes. With the exception of (Rapp et al. 2012) who find contingent effects of 

sales force structural decisions on customer orientation and inter-functional coordination, we 

have little understanding of the impact of sales force structure on outcomes. Future research can 

begin to examine how the shifting makeup of the sales force influences sales performance across 

many other dimensions. It is also important for research in this domain to answer the call for 

more macro level research (Cron 2017). Salesforce decisions are influential to many stakeholders 

beyond individual customers and salespeople, such as other firm functions (e.g., marketing, 

operations), sales managers, and investors. For example, recent research by Panagopoulos, 

Mullins, and Avramidis (2018), links sales force sizing decisions to stock market performance. 

Their use of theory on market-based assets (Srivastava, Shervani, and Fahey 1998) to 

conceptualize the sales force as a driver of cash flow volatility sets the stage for future research 

to understand how sales force structure changes impact firm-level outcomes. Understanding 
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when and how to implement a specialized versus generalist sales force structure is another area 

ripe for investigation.  

Digital transformation has spawned multiple changes worth noting. First, hybrid sales 

organizations, which utilize digital channels alongside inside and outside salespeople, are 

becoming more prevalent. While theoretical frameworks have been proposed (e.g., social 

exchange theory, network theory, value creation) to understand hybrid sales organizations (see 

Thaichon et al. 2018), this new sales organization poses many new challenges that have yet to be 

studied. For example, by its nature, hybrid sales organizations will generate multiple touchpoints 

and value exchanges between members of the sales organization and customers. These 

touchpoints will vary by medium (e.g., social media, phone call, virtual, and in-person), as well 

as by salesperson. Given all this variation, how do sales organizations organize the sales process 

and sales roles to benefit the customer most? This line of inquiry brings up a second new change 

in sales organizations – the creation of sales enablement roles. Like the challenges in hybrid sales 

organizations, sales enablement roles introduce another touchpoint in the sales process, except 

here the resource exchange is internal (i.e., between enablement roles and salesperson roles). 

What value is captured or lost when adding this new type of sales organization? 

The last major area of inquiry centers around decisions to create specialized versus 

generalized sales roles in the sales organization. While specialized sales roles may be able to 

deliver more customized knowledge and customer intelligence, it may be less efficient for the 

organization. On the other hand, generalized sales roles may be too taxing for the salespeople to 

handle all the tasks, activities, KPIs, and knowledge required for the role. Research on 

ambidextrous roles have begun to tackle some of these questions (DeCarlo and Lam 2016; 

Jasmand, Blazevic, and de Ruyter 2012), but many knowledge gaps remain. Relatedly, the use of 
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specialized sales roles increases the emphasis on team selling, yet research addressing the 

coordinated use of these roles is scarce (see Mullins and Panagopoulos 2018). Future research 

could begin to draw from team frameworks (Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro 2001; Mathieu et al. 

2008) to understand how sizing, composition, KPIs, management, processes, and skills influence 

success in team selling environments.  

Sales Interfaces 

The scholarly investigation into sales function’s intra-organizational interfaces has 

mostly centered on the sales-marketing interface – that is, how sales and marketing functions 

within an organization interact with one another.  Primarily, this is because in many B2B 

organizations, sales and marketing have a joint responsibility to create and deliver superior 

customer value (Homburg and Jensen 2007; Malshe and Sohi 2009a; Malshe and Sohi 2009b). 

While it is imperative that sales and marketing functions work optimally and play nice with one 

another in the best interest of the firm’s overall value creation activities, evidence from the past 

30 years’ worth of scholarship suggests that it is not the case in many organizations. The 

dynamic between sales and marketing in many firms is plagued by issues such as lack of 

adequate two-way communication, overt and covert conflicts, lack of integration, collaboration, 

and coordination, as well as lack of trust and mutual credibility between sales and marketing, to 

name a few (Rouziès et al. 2005). Overall, the dysfunctional nature of this interface in many 

organizations hampers the firm’s ability to convert sales leads into actual business and results in 

a drain on company resources in the form of wasted marketing dollars as well as lost revenue 

(Malshe, Johnson, and Viio 2017). 

While organizations are still trying to navigate the treacherous sales-marketing interface 

waters, working tirelessly to identify better ways to make the sales-marketing interfaces more 
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harmonious and consequently productive, changes in the external environment are complicating 

matters. Specifically, they are forcing organizations to widen their horizons and think beyond the 

traditional sales-marketing interface as a contributor to the value creation process.  

Future Directions 

With digital transformation and multiple actors becoming intricately involved in the sales 

process, investigation of sales interfaces will require scholars to look beyond how the sales 

function interacts with their marketing counterparts in their value creation endeavors. Going 

forward, scholars will need to examine the sales function’s interfaces with a variety of different 

entities, both within and external to the organization, that are involved directly or indirectly in 

the selling process. Tomorrow’s selling processes are likely to be collaborative endeavors 

wherein sales personnel are likely to work hand in hand with multiple ecosystem partners to 

orchestrate complex sales solutions. Further, sales personnel are more and more likely to 

orchestrate activities of a set of internal and external players within the institutional settings 

during the sales processes. In such situations, sales personnel are likely to become a critical 

central node within the network of internal and external players that constitute the selling 

ecosystem. Further, there may be selling situations wherein at certain stages during a long, 

complex sales process, sales personnel may play a supporting role to other intra-organizational 

entities that are extensively engaged in the sales process during that stage.  

Salespeople have always played a crucial role in gathering market information and 

developing competitive intelligence. However, most of the intelligence is in the form of local 

knowledge that resides with the salesperson. With evolving interfaces and the role that 

salespeople might occupy within a network of internal and external players, it would be crucial 
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for companies to leverage this local knowledge by converting it to collective intelligence at the 

organizational and network level. 

For this to happen, communication patterns between the sales organization and other intra 

and extra-organizational entities that support them in the value creation and delivery process in 

the marketplace would need to undergo metamorphosis (Deepa and Deshmukh 2013; 

Michaelidou, Siamagka, and Christodoulides 2011). At a minimum, sales and their supporting 

organizations will need to think actively about ways that will allow them to develop and leverage 

their respective knowledge stores. There are several issues related to this that open avenues for 

further research. Some of these include, training salespeople to gather intelligence that is useful 

for the organization, developing organizational capabilities to leverage knowledge that may be 

situated in multiple inter-and intra-organizational entities, using artificial intelligence to build 

market sensing capabilities and to convert local intelligence to collective intelligence, and 

perhaps, using social media and other technologies to crowd-source intelligence gathering. 

Sales-as-a-Professional: Individual Aspects 

As developments in digital technologies challenge our current understanding of how sales 

organizations operate, it will also affect the role of the salesperson, which raises the question 

how will individual salespeople operate and succeed in this new age?  We extend the discussion 

of how sales organizations’ value creation activities are shifting, because of digitization and AI, 

to consider the changing role of the individual salesperson. We provide a brief overview of 

relevant research and offer new research priorities surrounding three general areas, including 1) 

transformed individual sales roles and activities, 2) expected salesperson knowledge, skills, and 

abilities, and finally, 3) the impact of digital technologies on the salesperson.  Table 4 

summarizes the research priorities and questions that flow from our discussion below. 
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[Table 4 about here] 

Individual Salesperson Roles and Activities 

Given significant developments in digitization and AI, it is important to consider the 

changing landscape of sales roles and activities. Again, these advancements have led to potential 

new opportunities (or threats) for sales organizations to manage. As sales companies scramble to 

capitalize on opportunities resulting from the emergence of new digital channels, we can predict 

that the sales tasks and activities required of salespeople are changing in tandem. Earlier, we 

posed the question of how new digital sales channels will transform the sales value creation 

function? Relatedly, we now consider how a company’s introduction of a digital sales channel 

will affect salesperson activities. What changes in the sales process and associated salesperson 

activities can we expect?  

Past research provides various classification schemes that capture the scope of sales 

activities. In 1986, Moncrief provided an initial descriptive taxonomy of sales positions based on 

patterns of sales activities across various sales jobs. Recognizing that the sales job had changed 

over time, due to new technologies and rising customer expectations, Moncrief, Marshall, and 

Lassk offered an updated taxonomy in 2006. This 2006 taxonomy provides the most recent 

attempt to categorize sales jobs according to a comprehensive consideration of individual-level 

salesperson activities. In short, the taxonomy proposed six types of sales jobs that emphasized 

various sales activities. For instance, the ‘consultative seller’ focuses predominantly on 

relationship selling and providing promotion and service support. The ‘new business seller’ 

relies more on technology, and spends more time entertaining, prospecting, and training. The 

‘missionary seller’ is engaged in training, travel, and delivering the product, but does not engage 

in prospecting. The ‘delivery seller’ focuses primarily on delivering and stocking product, and 
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sometimes on prospecting. The ‘sales support’ position focuses more on office tasks, training 

and recruiting. Finally, the ‘key account seller’ engages in product support activities, travel, and 

office support activities. The taxonomy served two purposes. First, it provided a comprehensive 

investigation of the actual work, or activities, that salespeople perform. Second, it supported the 

idea that different types of sales jobs or positions exist. 

Researchers built on this premise to consider the nature of various sales activities and 

their effect on sales performance. Johnson and Selnes (2004) and Gupta and Zeithaml (2006) 

suggest that the sales activities required for customer acquisition versus customer retention 

differ. Carter et al. (2014) show that the amount of time that salespeople choose to allocate to 

customer acquisition efforts versus retention affects performance. Also, DeCarlo and Lam (2016) 

explain when and why salespeople develop preferences for acquisition versus retention types of 

sales activities, and how the sales organization can manage these preferences to arrive at the best 

sales outcomes. They suggest that there are trade-offs between customer acquisition (i.e., 

hunting) and retention (i.e., farming) activities, and there is a need to balance both (i.e., 

ambidexterity). Their framework also provides some clarity regarding the antecedent conditions 

that lead to salesperson preferences for hunting versus farming. Sleep, Bharadwaj, and Lam 

(2015) explore how salesperson activities impact consequences, including customer satisfaction 

and performance.  

Other related research has identified and advocated for the addition of newly identified 

salesperson activities and other suggested changes to the sales process. For instance, Andzulis, 

Panagopoulos, and Rapp (2012) suggest ways in which social media has resulted in changes to 

the sales process. They identify new activities that are likely to occur at each stage of the sales 

process, because of the use of social media. Rapp et al. (2015) identify another specific new 
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activity for salespeople involving the collection and use of competitive intelligence. As a final 

example, Hunter and Perreault (2007) introduce additional relationship-forging tasks as key 

activities salespeople ought to engage in. Their research suggests that these tasks, including 

sharing market knowledge and proposing integrative solutions, are particularly important in 

determining the impact of sales technology on effective relationship building in sales.  

Future Directions 

While this research has provided a solid foundation to consider sales activities and 

processes in the past, new learning resulting from digitization and developments related to AI are 

enabling potential changes in salesperson activities. Digital technologies now support the 

automation of many traditional sales roles (Syam and Sharma 2018). If companies effectively 

leverage digitization and AI capabilities, they will be able to automate aspects of the sales 

process beginning with customer acquisition and extending through customer retention.  

Organizations can shift some of these functions to online platforms.   

Considering these changes, it is evident that it is time for a new and comprehensive 

investigation of the sales process and activities. A recent taxonomy (Moncrief, Marshall, and 

Lassk, 2006) details a wide range of activities, such as building rapport, asking questions, 

entertaining, searching out new leads to learning software. To what extent does this list 

accurately reflect the range of salespeople’s activities today? With digitization and AI, have 

certain activities (e.g., generating leads, training salespeople) diminished? Also, to what extent 

do salespeople participate in ‘new’ activities that were not identified, or did not exist, in the 2006 

study? How much time and effort do salespeople direct to interfacing with other touchpoints 

within the company? The time is ripe to provide a new taxonomy and reconsider antecedents and 

consequences associated with sales performance along these activities.  
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Digital technologies have also impacted the customer exchange experience. Today’s 

customers have access to a wealth of information, including the product’s and service’s technical 

benefits and deficiencies, as well as peer reviews. They also have many opportunities to be 

active contributors to information generation and exchange with their peers. This has given way 

to a more informed and collaborative role for the customer. As the customer role has evolved, 

there is a need to consider how these changes will influence the role of the salesperson.  

Scholars have begun to evaluate how the changing role of the customer has affected 

marketing, more generally. Both academics and practitioners agree that Customer Experience 

Management is crucial. Customer Experience Management is conceptualized as a higher-order 

construct encompassing certain cultural mindsets, strategic directions, and firm capabilities that 

are focused on managing every touchpoint across the scope of the customer journey (e.g., 

Homburg, Jozic, and Kuehnl 2017). Customer Experience Management calls for activities that 

serve to integrate touchpoints along a brand theme and ensure a seamless transition across online 

and offline touchpoints. Customer relationship management involves a focus on the touchpoint 

journey that spans customer pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase phases (Homburg, Jozic, 

and Kuehnl 2017). There is a need to align different touchpoints along the journey, to produce 

desired results. The call for Customer Experience Management sheds light on new activities that 

are essential to developing customer loyalty and long-term sales results, many of which will 

involve the salesperson. Thus, it points to a new role for the salesperson—one that involves a 

greater focus on aligning, integrating, and consistently communicating brand information 

internally and externally.  

Customer Engagement Marketing provides another fruitful avenue to consider. This 

framework suggests also acknowledges that customers are now active and influential participants 
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in marketing efforts (Harmeling et al. 2016; Kozinets et al. 2010). If they so choose, customers 

can play an active role in customer acquisition, retention, information exchange, and sourcing 

new ideas for product innovation (Malthouse et al. 2013). Thus, firms ought to seek ways to 

manage or guide instances of customer engagement to benefit the firm’s marketing strategy. As 

firms recognize the need to guide customer engagement attempts proactively, this brings up 

questions regarding the role that salespeople can play in influencing or managing the process. 

From their position on the frontlines, what actions will salespeople be asked to take on to inspire 

customers to voluntarily contribute to various aspects of the marketing function on behalf of the 

company? These modern marketing frameworks provide an updated perspective on the exchange 

that takes important changes in technology and customer roles into consideration. Using these 

ideas, we can begin to reconsider the emerging sales role.  

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) 

As companies seek to leverage digitization and AI, questions about the impact on 

salesperson’s knowledge, skills and abilities have been raised. Sales technology generally has 

resulted in greater efficiency, providing tools that lead to faster processes and better market and 

customer knowledge stores (e.g., Ahearne, Jones, Rapp and Mathieu 2008). Digitization and AI 

have the potential to provide some real benefits to salespeople as they can free the salesperson 

from some of the more mundane aspects of the sales role, such as processing orders, and coding 

and transmitting customer and market information, so that they can concentrate on deeper 

customer interactions (Baker and Delpechitre 2013). In the following section, we consider the 

impact of these developments on salespeople’s KSAs. 

Knowledge is a crucial part of the salespeople’s skill set. Both collective (sales team) and 

local knowledge are relevant to developing new sales leads and nurturing existing customer 
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relationships. Digital technologies offer the potential to disrupt knowledge management 

processes, as machine learning can harness the information held in large datasets to provide 

strategic insights into customer behaviors and desires (Syam and Sharma 2018). It is possible 

that, through the integration of CRM systems into knowledge systems, that salespeople’s local 

knowledge can now be integrated with the organizations so that the tacit knowledge previously 

only held in sales becomes more generalizable. Therefore, this explicit knowledge is more 

transferable within the organization and can be shared across functions more easily. Explicit 

sales knowledge can also help sales managers with accurate forecasting, cross-selling and lead 

scoring so that the performance of the sales team can be monitored, and skills can be enhanced 

(Antonio 2018).  

Regarding new customer acquisition, digitization enables organizations to identify better 

prospects that are likely to respond positively. By identifying behavioral and buying patterns, 

digital technologies can serve to identify leads as well as provide intelligence on the decision 

points in the negotiation process (Hurley 2017; Syam and Sharma 2018). As companies begin to 

automate these processes, how is salesperson knowledge impacted? The main concern is that 

their interpersonal competencies are no longer required or valued. The salesperson’s knowledge 

may become embedded in the systems of the organization and the customer, rather than being an 

independent conduit of tacit knowledge with the ability to build customer relationships (Ahearne 

et al. 2012). This could lead to salespeople losing their deep customer knowledge, unless new 

knowledge can be created by building interpersonal trust with the customer (Le Meunier-

FitzHugh and Douglas 2016).  

Skills of the salesperson may also shift from a series of hard selling skills (selling and 

prospecting) to soft skills such as relationship building and emotional connectivity. Finding new 
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ways of engaging with customers and satisfying their needs through innovative solutions, 

including leveraging digitization, are likely to lead to sales success (Leigh, De Carlo, Allbright 

and Lollar 2014). Digitization, in and of itself, cannot replace traditional sales methods, but 

instead offers the potential to embrace new learning and opportunities (Preston 2010). The 

challenge is not just to automate existing processes but also to reinvent the entire interactive 

process and develop automated decision making for sales. As this process unfolds, it is important 

to explore what skillset salespeople need to enable the process. Furthermore, the nature of these 

changing requirements of sales skills is dependent on the type of sale being undertaken, with the 

simple sale likely to be completely carried out automatically but more complex solution selling 

still relying on soft skills and negotiation abilities of a salesperson, supported by information 

gained through digital technology. Of course, the complex sales situation (often involving 

multiple large accounts) will require salespeople to become ‘knowledge brokers’ who can 

integrate intellectual capital from digitization with their own specific knowledge during the sale, 

and which could generate the need for a new set of interactive selling skills.  

Many customers in the future are likely to be digital natives (Generation Y and Z), which 

will drive the need for greater digital content and multi-point interactions with the salesperson. 

Therefore, selling organizations who are early adopters of sales technology and AI will have the 

potential to lead the development of new sales skills based on social media interactions and 

deeper customer understanding (Syam and Sharma 2018). Despite reservations on the effects of 

digital technologies, the early evidence is that companies that effectively use these tools can 

retain their existing customers and acquire customers more efficiently (Loring 2018).  

Sales Ability may be affected by digital technologies as it is an enabler and enhancer. 

Authenticity is critical in personal interactions as more businesses expect greater visibility in 
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their interactions with salespeople (Hurley 2017). For example, as described earlier, AI can be 

used to provide activity-based, success roadmaps with early warning alerts about the progress of 

negotiations and the general health of customer relationships in an effort to trigger proper 

salesperson responses. However, whether automated responses can generate authenticity and 

deliver on this promise is not yet clear. Furthermore, it is not clear how the effectiveness of AI 

assistance can be measured.  

There is some debate regarding the effect digital technologies will have on the 

salesperson’s ability to extract customer insights and knowledge. Some suggest that customer 

insights developed through trust and emotional connectivity in interpersonal interactions between 

the salesperson and the customer may be lost if there is a greater reliance on automated 

processes. Alternatively, customer insights could be enhanced as the salesperson is relieved of 

the repetitive administrative tasks and can focus on relationship building elements (Loring 2018). 

Also, digital technologies may enable the salesperson to become more ‘connected’ to other 

organizational functions (Limbu, Jayachandran and Babin 2014), allowing for more seamless 

interaction and better touchpoint management. Additionally, companies can now use digital 

technologies to develop a set of behavioral analytics that could be used to coach salespeople to 

offer effective solutions at various points of the sales interaction (Hurley 2017). These different 

forms of connectivity and analysis offer opportunities for the salesperson to develop greater 

adaptability in their customer interactions, strategically adjusting the value proposition to align 

with customers’ changing needs (Virtanen, Parvinen and Rollins 2015) and to build authentic 

relationships with their buyers. However, the benefits of new sales technologies will be reliant on 

the development of algorithms that adapt to the changing nature of the market, while still 

allowing the salesperson to be creative and innovative in their interactions.  
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Performance could be affected by sales technologies as processing errors are reduced, the 

efficiency of action is increased, and value creation is enhanced. A benefit of employing sales 

technology and AI is the ability of the systems to manage salespeople’s time more effectively, 

which increases productivity. The system would be able to pre-book meetings and organize 

salespeople’s meeting and travel times more effectively (Hurley 2017). Salespeople may also 

stay longer in the job as there is less stress, role conflict, and ambiguity as technology generates 

standardization. Digital technologies should provide ways to collect knowledge that can be 

analyzed to form intellectual capital and facilitate the dissemination of information that builds 

competitive advantage. Creating a positive feedback loop between the organization and the 

salesperson allows this intellectual capital to be integrated with specific product and customer 

knowledge to improve their performance (Mariadoss, Milewicz, Lee and Sahaym 2014).  

Technology continues to drive improvements in crossover in the roles played by sales and 

marketing people, which result in increased output and better value propositions. Due to the 

introduction of new digital channels, the roles of sales and marketing are becoming more 

intertwined and boundaries removed. The creation of Blogs or other net chatter means that 

marketing people are becoming sellers and salespeople are becoming online marketers, 

increasing the necessity for sales and marketing to collaborate and to develop new 

sales/marketing skills (Le Meunier-FitzHugh and Douglas 2016). Salespeople will also need 

training in the use of social media to engage with customers, as well as establish themselves 

through digital media as ‘experts’ in their field, to fulfill their potential when developing 

customer relationships in the new connected world. This debate highlights several gaps in our 

understanding of salesperson KSAs and points to emerging research priorities.  
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Implementing Digital Technologies and Salesperson Responses 

 Lastly, we explore salesperson reactions to digital technologies and its potential impact 

on effective implementation. In particular, we focus on two areas, including 1) salesperson 

reactions to codifying personal knowledge stores, and 2) salesperson likelihood to adopt, and 

otherwise respond positively, to the implementation of new digital technologies.  

Practically speaking, the use of AI requires that an expert transform tacit heuristics into a 

codified set of decision rules. These rules then provide the structure for applying new learning 

gained from digitization. The user of AI only needs to enter the main parameters indicated by the 

expert. The AI then applies the decision rules to generate analysis, insights, and ultimately, a 

recommendation. Thus, in many respects, AI represents a conscious attempt to codify tacit 

knowledge to make it available to and/or imitable by “others” (Coff, Coff, and Eastvold 2006; 

Gill, 1996; Lado and Zhang 1998; Mata, Fuerst, and Barney 1995). The expert could be a star 

salesperson and/or an experienced salesperson. “Others” could be average and below average 

salespeople, or less experienced salespeople, within or outside the focal organization. Thus, it is 

conceivable that due to the codification and transfer of expert knowledge, digital technologies 

could diminish the advantage hitherto enjoyed by the salesperson expert both in current and 

future firms, which could also undermine their ability to command higher pay. 

This raises an important question: is it possible to use AI and other digitized platforms so 

that an individual salesperson can leverage his or her tacit knowledge without codifying and 

transferring such knowledge? Some AI might not require much codification. For example, AI 

built for predictable and routine tasks can be programmed with explicit and general knowledge. 

Such AI will not be as threatening to the expert salesperson. Given that resistance to change 

constitutes the most significant obstacle during new technology implementation (Heracleous and 
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Barrett 2001), cooperation and motivation are important in facilitating the knowledge transfer 

process (Osterloh and Frey 2000). Hence, expert systems (e.g., AI) that require less codification 

might facilitate implementation, considerably (Coff, Coff, and Eastvold 2006). Future research 

should explore how characteristics of the AI system ultimately influence salesperson attitudes 

and behaviors in response to the implementation of the system. For example, how does the 

amount, and complexity, of codification required for the AI system in question influence the 

gains expected for the individual versus the organization? It is likely that the gains achieved 

through the application of AI, are not always equally split among the individual and the 

organization. To the extent that the benefit of implementing AI is idiosyncratic to the 

organization, it may reduce external demand for the salesperson. As a result, the salesperson may 

lose bargaining power. As technology-leveraged experts increase the organization-specific 

component of their knowledge over time, they lose power (Coff, Coff, and Eastvold 2006). How 

will this power shift impact the salesperson’s compensation and value to the organization? 

Moreover, will salesperson reactions to AI vary depending on the level of codification and 

transfer required for AI implementation?  

 Another relevant salesperson response to implementation of digital technologies concerns 

adoption. To what extent will individuals embrace digitization and application of AI in the 

workplace? We suggest that the salesperson’s “general robotic orientation” (Chao and 

Kozlowski 1986) may account for their response to new digital technologies such as AI. Is it still 

the case that salespeople are hesitant to adopt new technology? Are millennials and Generation Z 

more disposed to working with digital technologies? What steps can managers take to impact 

salesperson perceptions about AI and digitization in the workplace? There is an opportunity to 

leverage technology-related studies and measures developed in other disciplines, including past 
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studies measuring “general robotic orientation” in applied psychology (Chao and Kozlowski 

1986) to explain salesperson digital technology adoption and response. Ultimately, salesperson 

response is crucial. As salespeople become comfortable with these technologies, they will 

increasingly depend on them, and eventually, may be unable to function without them. If this 

occurs, then these digital technologies could lead to higher retention of salespeople because they 

will be less able to leverage their idiosyncratic knowledge, skills and abilities elsewhere.  

Sales scholars should also explore how the nature of AI usage might affect individual-

level outcomes, including stress, motivation, and retention. The implementation of AI often 

results in changes in jobs due to the redistribution of tasks between humans and robots (Edwards 

1984). Future research considering the reallocation of sales tasks (i.e., which tasks are 

automated) and its impact on the salesperson’s stress, motivation, and performance are 

warranted. It may be possible to leverage prior work in technology to begin to address these 

questions. For instance, Parsons and Kearsley (1982) suggested nine activity foci to organize the 

division of labor between humans and robots. These activity foci include Surveillance, 

Intervention, Maintenance, Backup, Input, Output, Supervision, Inspection, and Synergy 

(SIMBIOSIS). This framework provides one example of how tasks can be categorized, which 

would then enable us to explore how salesperson responses to automating activities may vary 

depending on the type of activity. Specific research priorities surrounding these ideas are also 

presented in Table 4.    

Conclusion 

Building from a collaborative, bottom-up process of workshopping, this paper has aimed 

to develop the concepts, priorities, and questions to help guide future research in an age of sales 

digitization and artificial intelligence technologies. In so doing, we contribute to the field of 
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personal selling and sales management by advancing the literature on sales force automation and 

frontline sales technologies (Buttle et al. 2006; Casico et al. 2010; Hunter and Perreault 2006).  

Our analyses reveal that the influence of sales digitalization technologies, which includes 

digitization and artificial intelligence, is likely to be more significant and more far-reaching than 

previous sales technologies. To capture this scope and breadth of influence, we have organized 

our development into three broad areas: (a) sales-as-a-profession and its value creation function, 

(b) sales-as-a-professional and its organizational function, and (c) sales-as-a-professional and its 

individual level function. In each area, we outline research priorities and questions that warrant 

consideration by researchers and practitioners alike. We hope our roadmap provides both the 

motivation and direction for future research that helps harness the power of sales digitalization 

technologies to lift and enhance the functioning of the sales profession and sales professional by 

the roles they perform and contributions they make to organizations, individuals and society. 
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Figure 1 

Framework for Mapping Sales Research Priorities and Questions Motivated by  

Sales Digitization and Artificial Intelligence Technologies 
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Table 1: Key Definitions for Sales Digitalization, Digitization and AI Technologies 

 
 Digital 

Transformation 

Digitalization Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) 

Digitization 

Definition Use of digitization 

and AI 

technologies to 

existing company 

assets as a means to 

improve 

competencies and 

rethink the value 

proposition of the 

firm 

Use of digitization 

and AI technologies 

to create new 

strategies and 

generate novel 

opportunities to 

serve customers 

Learning 

(combination of 

supervised and 

unsupervised) that 

permits sales 

artifacts (i.e., a 

combination of 

software, hardware, 

and sales protocols) 

to perform some or 
all of the sales role 

autonomously. 

Capturing, 

processing (e.g., 

converting to digits), 

and organizing 

marketing data (e.g., 

sales interactions) to 

make it accessible 

and reliable for 

various goals 

including customer 
insights, operational 

efficiency, customer 

analytics, and 

marketing learning.  

 

Implications • Increased 

revenues 

• Increased 

customer value 

• Improved 

processes 

• Enhanced 

customer 

satisfaction 

• Improved 

processes 

• Reduction in the 

need for humans 

• Operational 

efficiencies 

• Data accessibility 

and reliability 

 

Examples • Redesigning a 

firm’s customer 

service 

processes using 

AI as a means to 

improve the 

customer 

experience. 

 

• Mobile CRM 

• Internet of 

Things (IoT) 

 

• Customer Service 

Chat-bots 

• IBM Watson 

• Customer data 

stored in a CRM 

system. 

• Data analytics 

Relation to 

other 

variables 

A result of 

digitalization. 

Facilitates digital 

transformation. 

Includes 

digitization. 

 

A form of 

digitalization. 

A starting point for 

digitalization. 
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Table 2: Impact of Knowledge (Digitization) and Learning (AI) Technologies on Sales-as-a -Profession: Value Creation Issues 

 
Research Question Research Priorities 

  
How will digitization 

and AI technologies 

change the knowledge 
and learning 

processes in the sales 
value creation 

process? 

How effectively can digital technologies process tacit and explicit sales knowledge?  Will digital technologies 

supplant or supplement salespeople's knowledge capabilities?  What are the payoffs and pain points in using digital 

technologies to enhance the role of sales knowledge in value creation process?  What innovations in digital 

technologies are needed to enable its deployment in capturing and using sales knowledge during the value creation 

process? 

 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of digital technologies in autonomously learning from sales value 

creation process?  How can salespeople and digital technologies be configured as an augmented system for 

effective sales learning?  How will digital technologies enhance the quality and quantity of sales learning for 

effective value creation?  Under what conditions, and how will digital technologies contribute to enhancing 

customer value creation in sales interactions? 

  
How will digitization 
and AI technologies 

change the role of 

sales profession in 

customer value 

creation?   

Will digital technologies diminish or amplify the role of sales profession in customer value creation?  In B2B 

markets?  In B2C markets? What business competencies would be important for sales professionals as digital 

technologies encroach on the value creation process to absorb recurring as well as sophisticated tasks? How can 

the sales profession help its members prepare for these business competencies?  

 

How will information, intelligence and technologies influence the nature and demand for sales profession/function 

in organizations and society?  Will it be increasingly automated or unlikely to be automated beyond a point? How 

will the future of sales profession/function change the nature and background of individuals that are attracted to it?  

Does this future hold splintering or consolidation of sales profession/function? 

 

How will the contribution/status of sales profession/function evolve in organizations, for customers they serve, and 

in society in general?  Will it become more important?  Less important?  Will it more or less fragmented between 

order-takers and knowledge brokers?  between low-level lead managers and high-level advisors? 
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What are the 

implications of 

digitization and AI 
technologies for 

skilling and training 

individuals for the 

sales profession?   

  

How will the deployment of digital technologies affect sales training effectiveness? What sales skills will be in 

demand?  What skills will be less relevant? Is the bar for performance raised for the entire sales profession with 

the introduction of digital technologies? Will the impact of digital technologies on sales training be disruptive or 

gradual? 

How can the sales 

profession integrate 

digital sales channels 

in their value creation 

equation?  

How will or should salespeople integrate digital sales channels in their selling efforts? how can salespeople convey 

the value of digital sales channels to customers, particularly customers who are not digitally savvy? When and 

with what success do salespeople promote digital channels to customers?  How can companies foster salespeople’s 

acceptance of digital sales channels as an opportunity for value creation?  

  
What digital 

technologies are 

effective in enhancing 

the salesperson’s 

value creation, for 
what kinds of buyers, 

and under what 

conditions?  

Do salespeople create higher value for buyers if they are equipped with intelligence from digital technologies? Are 

there segments of salespeople and buyers that benefit more from such insights? In which contexts does 

salesperson’s intuition outperform digital technologies and vice versa?  Which capabilities do salespeople need to 

utilize digital technologies effectively? How much leeway should managers give to salespeople to overrule digital 

technology based recommendation if experience or intuition suggests otherwise? Will the use of digital 

technologies shift value away from customers to suppliers or create an illusion of value through targeted influence 

tactics?  
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Table 3: Impact of Knowledge (Digitization) and Learning (AI) Technologies on Sales-as-Professionals: Organizational Issues 

 
Research Question Research Priorities 

How will the infusion 

of digitization and AI 
technologies influence 

the sales structure? 

In the changing environment driven by a profusion of technology and artificial intelligence, and the dispersion of 

capabilities, how should the future sales organization be structured? What environmental indicators would signal the 

use of specialized versus generalized sales roles? Specialized sales roles may be able to deliver more customized 

knowledge and customer intelligence, but would it be efficient for the organization? 

 

How would digitization and artificial intelligence change the way customers interact with the organization?  How 

could this customer interaction be managed? Would this affect the relationship development process? Would we 

need new models of relationship development, or could existing models be adapted to reflect these new roles? 

 

What would the tradeoffs be from changing the proportion of inside versus outsides sales roles? Relative to an 

outside sales force, to what extent would a larger size or proportion of inside sales roles improve sales performance 

and customer outcomes?   

 

How are various stakeholders such as salespeople, sales managers, investors, other organizational divisions, and 

customers impacted by changes in the sales force structure? How do strategic decisions to structure the sales force fit 

within the marketing or corporate strategies?  

 

With hybrid arrangements and outsourcing of sales capabilities, how should the sales function be managed?  How 

should firms integrate roles within a hybrid sales organization? How are sales processes changing to coordinate 

digital, inside, and outside sales channels? What is the role of sales enablement in supporting the sales organization? 

 

With hybrid arrangements and outsourced sales capabilities, there is a need to understand the intellectual property 

issues.  Who owns the data?  Who owns the relationship?  What are the ethical/legal/public policy issues related to 

these arrangements? 

How will the infusion 

of digitization and AI 
technologies influence 

the management of the 

sales force? 

How will sales organizations measure performance with these new roles and structures?  How would salesperson 

control change considering high transparency and automation? 
 

Given that more customers are likely to be digitally savvy and early adopters of technology, what new sales skills 

will be needed in the future?  What type of sales training might be required to provide these skills (e.g., design 

thinking, analytics)? 
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What is the role of 

sales teams in the 

changing 
environment? 

How should sales teams be sized and constructed to support customer accounts? How could organizations develop 

teams that have people from within the organization and representatives from partners?  How would these teams 

work with customers to co-create solutions? How would these teams be managed?  

What is the role of 

sales managers in the 

changing 

environment? 

How would the role of the sales manager change in an environment where the salesperson’s traditional role and 

function are altered by technology and artificial intelligence?  Would sales managers have more free time due to 

technology and AI, that could be devoted to some areas?  If so, what might those areas be?  How would their 

responsibilities for developing and managing talent change? 

How will the sales 

interfaces be managed 

in the changing 

environment? 

What new competencies will tomorrow’s sales organizations possess to handle optimally and benefit from its many 

non-marketing interfaces? What factors may determine the sales organization’s effectiveness in managing intra and 

extra-organizational entities within a complex sales process? How may sales function’s experiences in dealing with 

their marketing counterparts impact their interactions with other intra-organizational functions? How may sales 

function’s interactions with non-marketing functions amplify or impede their ability to offer superior customer 

value? 

 

Under what conditions may the multi-way flow of information between sales and other intra-organizational entities 

be counterproductive in firm’s value creation efforts? 

 

What are the benefits and downsides of sales function owning and controlling the flow of customer insights within 

the network of intra-organizational entities that are (in)directly involved in the sales process?  

How will knowledge 

be created and utilized 
in the changing 

environment? 

The type of intelligence that individual salespeople need is not always equivalent to the information required by the 

organization.  How can salespeople be encouraged and train to gather intelligence that will be useful for the 

organization as a whole? 

 

How can companies capture market knowledge that resides with customers, channel partners, or is embedded in 

networks? How can technology and AI be leveraged to develop market sensing capabilities? How can they be used 

to facilitate the conversion of local intelligence to collective intelligence? What competencies may sales 

organizations need to develop and leverage customer knowledge that is situated within multiple intra-organizational 

functions/entities? 

 

Can companies use social media and other technologies to crowdsource intelligence gathering? Could companies use 

crowdsourcing to co-create customer solutions? 
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Table 4: Impact of Knowledge (Digitization) and Learning (AI) Technologies on Sales-as-Professionals: Individual Issues 
Research Question Research Priorities  

How will digitization 
and AI technologies 

influence the sales 

process? 

To what extent will developments in technology diminish or elevate the importance of certain steps in the traditional 

sales process?  Will digitization and AI capabilities replace salesperson prospecting? 

 

Can new knowledge and learning be leveraged to benefit lead generation and customer retention? 

How will digitization 

and AI technologies 
change the sales role 

and required sales 

skills? 

How far will digitization polarize the sales role? Will sales jobs shift to mundane roles that do not require specialist 

skills and abilities, or free the salesperson to develop the higher level, soft skills of connectivity using emotional 

intelligence to meet customers’ needs? 

 

To what extent can digitization and AI be leveraged to support customer orientation? Will their effects vary in terms 

of effective relationship development in the short-term versus long-term? Is AI limited to a focus on customer 

expressed needs, rather than building customer stewardship and concern for the customer's overall well-being?  

What are the effects of 

digitization and AI 

technologies on 
salespeople’s cognitive 

and professional 
development? 

To what extent will AI affect individual performance differences? Could AI assistance standardize sales 

performance and make the average salespeople look above average?  

 

How do different forms of connectivity (social media) and analysis (bid data analysis) and AI offer opportunities to 

the salesperson to develop greater adaptability in their customer interactions?  

How will digitization 

and AI technologies 
influence salespeople’s 

interactions with 
customers?  

What are the effects of Social Media, Digitization and AI on altering the nature of salespeople’s interactions with 

customers? How far can social media substitute for face-to-face interactions with customers? Will the development 

of AI and social media interactions lead to the development of customer insights that can enhance trust and 

emotional connectivity between the salesperson and customer?  

 

To what extent will the role of the salesperson broaden to encompass touchpoint management (e.g., managing the 

customer experience by aligning with other important touchpoints within the organization)? 

What are the effects of 

digitization and AI 
technologies on 

salesperson's 

knowledge and 

performance? 

Will digitization and AI applications in sales increase or decrease the variance in individual level performance?  

 

How will digitization and AI impact salesperson efficiency? What contingencies influence the collaboration of 

salespeople during AI implementation?  

 

How will top performing salespeople react to the codification of their tacit knowledge and what could influence this 

reaction? Does AI lead to knowledge transfer among salespeople in the same organization?  
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How, and under what 

conditions, will 

digitization and AI 
technologies benefit 

individual salespeople? 

What profile of salespeople will benefit the most from AI? Will AI undermine or enhance salesperson self-efficacy? 

 

How will AI impact the level of role stress (role ambiguity, role conflict, role clarity)? What role will affiliation to 

specific generation play in the adoption of AI? How does AI impact retention or turnover? 

How will buyers react 

to salesperson who is 

backed by digitization 
and AI technologies? 

Are all levels of AI and digitization beneficial to buyer-seller relationships? What types of buyers will benefit the 

most from digitization and AI implementation in sales? 

 

Will AI facilitate intergender and/or intergenerational selling? 

 

 


